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The grant was a zero budget, computer access time on the Purdue University supercomputer. Before any computing studies were executed at Purdue, we attempted the process of converting our scalar code into vector code using the facilities at the University of Georgia Computing Center. The supercomputer at UGA is very similar to the one at Purdue. The migration of code from our scalar source to the target vector computer code showed less than 10% of the program could be vectorized. The failure to convert the scalar source program could be attributed to a number of "if" statements placed within "do" loops of the source code. This syntax, characteristic of Fortran programming language in the 1960's, is not vectorized by the vector compilers available to us. With only 10% of the source code vectorized, we sought other sources of code to perform the Hückel molecular orbital calculations.

Dr. E. Clementi of IBM's research center in New York was contacted. He is an expert in quantum mechanical calculations and is aware of the many different types of quantum mechanical programs. He suggested that we migrate our Hückel code on the IBM facilities. However, this effort would be unproductive since the resulting target code would run only on parallel processing machines. The Purdue machine is not a parallel processing machine; it is vector processing only. We could not obtain a source code for quantum mechanical calculations, suitable for the Purdue machine. Thus, we terminated any further attempts to use the computer funds provided by the grant.
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The grant was a zero-budget, computer access time on the Purdue University Supercomputer. Before any computing studies were executed at Purdue, we attempted the process of converting our scalar code into vector code using the facilities at the University of Georgia Computing Center. The supercomputer at UGA is very similar to the one at Purdue. The migration of code from our scalar source to the target vector computer code showed less than 10% of the program could be vectorized. The failure to convert the scalar source program could be attributed to a number of "if" statements placed within "do" loops of the source code. This syntax, characteristic of Fortran programming language in the 1960's, is not vectorized by the vector compilers available to us. With only 10% of the source code vectorized, we sought other sources of code to perform the Huckel molecular orbital calculations.

Dr. E. Clementi of IBM's research center in New York was contacted. He is an expert in quantum mechanical calculations and is aware of the many different types of quantum mechanical programs. He suggested that we migrate our Huckel code on the IBM facilities. However, this effort would be unproductive since the resulting target code would run only on parallel processing machines. The Purdue machine is not a parallel processing machine; it is vector processing only. We could not obtain a source code for quantum mechanical calculations, suitable for the Purdue machine. Thus, we terminated any further attempts to use the computer funds provided by the grant.